Amadeus Rail, an integral part of Amadeus Selling Platform, provides reliable, real-time rail provider information with features that add value: you can make and manage reservations and issue valid travel documents. More than 50 different rail providers can be booked from Amadeus terminals worldwide.

With Amadeus Rail’s unique, integrated Air-Rail display, you can compare air and rail services on the routes that are most frequently used and you can easily compare door-to-door journey times and journey costs.

Easy shopping, booking and ticketing
The state-of-the-art graphical Amadeus Rail application is fully integrated in Amadeus Selling Platform and offers fast and intuitive booking flows. Tickets can either be printed in the agency or collected at the point of departure.

Add value to your business and to your bottom line
More and more corporate travellers choose rail as an alternative mode of transport. Developing your rail business is a very effective way to add value to your business and increase your revenues. Especially your corporate customers will thank you for helping them to control their travel cost by mixing and matching air and rail. Take the opportunity and capitalise on the surge of high-speed train operations - especially in Europe and Asia.

Reduce your corporate customers’ travel expenses
Even high-speed rail services are often cheaper than air. Advise your corporate clients on how to lower their travel costs by comparing different modes of travel with the help of the mixed air-rail display, and explain how and why they should include a certain amount of rail travel in their corporate travel policies.
A closer look:

Compare before you buy

With the integrated Air-Rail display, compare air and rail services on the most frequently used routes - for example Paris to London. Taking all possible modes of transport into consideration, you can easily compare door-to-door journey times and costs.

Choice, choice and more choice

Amadeus gives you and your customers unrivalled choice with one of the most comprehensive sources of rail content in the world! Amadeus Rail draws from the full content offer of local rail providers in the key European rail markets. Amadeus Rail includes all schedules, fares and special tariffs available to travel agencies and much, much more.

Modifications – fast and simple

Intuitive and fast processes lets you carry out cancellations, modifications or group bookings with only a few clicks.

Enjoy the famous Amadeus reliability

Amadeus Rail guarantees real-time information throughout the booking process. Amadeus Rail accesses the system via a seamless connection, thus ensuring up-to-date and reliable information at all times. The booking process ends with an instant booking confirmation.

Book shuttle services to and from the airport

As your customers’ partner in all things travel, you can relieve their stress by offering smoothly connecting transport to and from the airport, city centre or venue, using the Amadeus Airport Express product. Airport Express lets you book and ticket shuttle services in advance, giving your customers a relaxed travel experience.

Benefits at a glance

- More than 50 railway providers available, including all the major European ones.
- Real time information throughout the entire booking process via seamless connectivity.
- Load your customer profiles into your clients reservation.
- Graphical coach and seat maps for major high speed trains.
- Print consolidated itinerary documents.
- Paper ticket, e-ticketing, and soon to come, A4 paper printing, or collection at ticket vending machines directly in the stations.
- Back-office integration, business management invoicing and commission tracking are automated.
- Fast and intuitive processes for cancellations, modifications or group bookings can be carried out with only a few clicks.

Amadeus Rail lowers your customers’ travel costs and improves your bottom line. It allows you to exploit amazing content with efficient tools that leave other rail booking applications a long way behind.

Want to know more? Contact your local Amadeus Sales Representative.

With more than 20 years experience in the travel and tourism industry, Amadeus, the world’s leading provider of IT solutions, offers products and services under four categories: Distribution & Content, Sales & e-Commerce, Business Management, Services & Consulting.  

www.amadeus.com